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Temperature dependence of superconductor-correlated
metal–superconductor Josephson junctions
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Josephson junctions, with the barrier composed of a correlated metal~or insulator! tuned to lie close
to the metal–insulator transition, show promise to provide the fastest operating speeds for digital
electronics based on rapid single-flux quantum logic. We provide theoretical calculations that
indicate that these devices have a small enough temperature derivative ofI c(T) within the junction
operating range to allow them to be employed as elements in complex digital circuits. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1543236#
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Semiconductor-based digital electronics are rapi
reaching the upper limit of the circuit’s operating spee
Silicon-based chips are not expected to be clocked m
faster than 10 GHz, and circuits fabricated with faster se
conductors~such as InAs! are unlikely to be able to improve
much more than one order of magnitude above the up
limit of silicon. Josephson-junction/based circuitry,1 how-
ever, has a maximal operating speed that is significa
higher than that of semiconductor-based chips~flip-flop
switches2 have been demonstrated at over 700 GHz!. The
fundamental circuit element in superconductor-based e
tronics is the Josephson junction. Since the integral of a v
age pulse through a junction is equal to a flux quantum,
switching time is inversely proportional to the amplitude
the pulse @in rapid, single-flux quantum logic3 ~RSFQ!#,
which is determined by the product of the critical current
zero voltageI c and the slopeRn of the I 2V characteristic at
high voltage. MaximizingI cRn produces the fastest switch
ing speeds in junctions.

In addition to a fast switching speed, RSFQ logic r
quires theI 2V characteristics to be nonhysteretic~with a
McCumber parameter4 b'1). In conventional tunnel junc
tions, one adjusts the McCumber parameter by adding
external shunt resistor to the circuit. Finally, junctions ne
to have modest variation ofI c(T) over the thermal operating
range of the circuit, since variations in the switching spe
of the individual circuit elements~due to thermal variations!
can cause the circuit to fail due to timing errors.

Recently, a class of Josephson junctions, the so-ca
superconductor-correlated metal–superconductor~SCmS!
junctions, has been proposed as a means to optimize
switching speed of the junction.5–9 A correlated metal~insu-
lator! barrier is a barrier that lies close to the Mott–Hubba
like metal–insulator transition, which may optimize theI cRn

product. These junctions have been analyzed theoretical
low temperature, where it has been discovered that one
improve the switching speed by more than a factor of 4@over
the best externally shunted superconductor–insulat
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superconductor~SIS! tunnel junctions# when the barrier lies
just on the insulating side of the metal-insulator transiti
and is moderately thick.7 Experiments have been carried o
on junctions composed of NbTiN for the superconductor a
of Ta-deficient TaxN for the barrier8 ~which can have its me-
tallicity tuned by changing the number of Ta vacancies10!.
The results show a largeI cRn when the barrier lies close to
the metal-insulator transition, which occurs atx50.6. Note
that other types of Josephson junctions can have highI cRn

products, like silicon barrier junctions,11 where the semicon-
ducting barrier is not a correlated metal; we focus here
SCmS junctions.

The two remaining questions that need to be addres
are the temperature dependence of these devices and th
justment ofb. Sinceb can be tuned by adding an extern
shunt resistor~if necessary!, we do not address that issue
this contribution. Instead, we focus on the temperature
pendence of the critical current and the characteristic v
age.

Our calculations are for wide junctions. We stack infin
two-dimensional planes, which describe either the superc
ductor or the barrier. A finite-sized sandwich is terminated
the left and to the right by semi-infinite superconducti
leads ~the superconducting gap and phase gradient di
from the bulk values only within the finite self-consistent
modeled region which is about eight times the bulk sup
conducting coherence length!. The superconductor is de
scribed by an attractive Hubbard model12 in the Hartree–
Fock approximation~equivalent to a BCS model,13 except
that the energy cutoff is determined by the bandwidth!. The
barrier is described by a Falicov–Kimball model~FK!14 that
contains two kinds of particles: conduction electrons and
calized ions. The Coulomb correlations arise from the int
action between the electrons and ions when they occupy
same lattice site.

We solve the many-body, problem using an inhomoh
geneous generalization of dynamical mean field theory9,15

The original algorithm of Potthoff and Nolting16 is general-
ized to include superconductivity via a Nambu–Gor’ko
formalism.17 Our calculations are fully self-consistent for th
superconducting gap, the pair-field amplitude, and its pha
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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We generate a current bias by introducing a phase grad
into the semi-infinite superconducting leads, and then s
consistently calculate the phase profile through the ac
region of the Josephson junction. The phase gradient is
ally maximized at the central plane of the barrier, where
superconducting fluctuations are the weakest. The Josep
junction critical current is determined by the largest gradi
that can be sustained and still maintain current conserva
We also calculate the normal state resistance. This is acc
plished by employing a real-space Kubo formula for t
current–current correlation function in the normal state
separate determination ofI c andRn allows us to calculate the
figure-of-meritI cRn .

We choose the attractive Hubbard interaction to beUH

522t for the superconducting planes (t is the nearest-
neighbor hopping integral on a simple cubic lattice, whi
sets our energy scale!. The bulk superconductor has a sho
coherence length (js'4a'1.2 nm) and is BCS-like:Tc

50.112t, D50.198t, and 2D/kBT53.5. The barrier is de-
scribed by the FK model at half filling, which evolves from
dirty ‘‘Fermi liquid’’ metal ~small UFK) to a correlated insu-
lator ~large UFK), with the transition occurring atUFK

'4.9t in the bulk.
We first examine the figure-of-merit for a narrow jun

tion of one plane in Fig. 1~a!. We tune the metallicity of the
plane from metallic to insulating by adjusting the FK inte
action. In the bulk, the metal–insulator transition occurs
UFK54.9t. We do not see insulating behavior for a sing
plane until the correlations are significantly stronger. We
cus first on the low-temperature curve~at T50.01'Tc/11).
The region of the curve forUFK.5 shows the expecte
Ambegaokar–Baratoff prediction~AB!18 that the figure-of-
merit is independent of the value of the insulating gap~or
equivalently ofUFK). It lies somewhat below their quantita

FIG. 1. Figure-of-meritI cRn @normalized byD(0)/e] for ~a! a thin (N
51) barrier and~b! a moderate (N55) barrier atT'Tc/11 andT'Tc/2 as
a function of the Coulomb interactionUFK . The open symbols~and solid
line! depict the low-temperature (T'Tc/11) results, and the solid symbol
~and dashed line! depict the higher-temperature (T'Tc/2) results. The dot-
ted line in both cases is theT50 Ambegaokar–Baratoff~AB! prediction.
Note how the single plane results are optimized in the metallic region
low T and in the insulating regime for highT, but the AB result is reduced
by about 20%. In the five-plane case, the figure-of-merit is greatly enha
on the insulating side of the metal–insulator transition. The large dro
I cRn at Tc/2 arises mainly from the reduction ofRn(T) in the correlated
metal ~which probably has an exponential dependence on temperature!.
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tive value ~of I cRn5pD/2e) because the short coheren
length of the superconductor produces an ‘‘inverse proxim
effect’’ where the superconductivity is suppressed as
superconductor–barrier interface is approached, reducing
effective gap value for theI cRn product.9,15 We see a mild
optimization ofI cRn for the ballistic metal atUFK50. ~Note
that these results differ slightly from those published earli7

due to an improved value for the normal-state resistance.! As
we increase the temperature toT50.055'Tc/2, the curve
changes dramatically. We still see the constant curve
large correlations, but the characteristic voltage is dram
cally reduced for smallUFK . This indicates that one needs
carefully optimizeI cRn near the anticipated operating tem
perature of the junction.

We next examine the case of a moderately thick bar
of five planes in Fig. 1~b!. At low temperature (T'Tc/11)
and in the metallic phase, we seeI cRn lies below the AB
limit and decreases as the correlations increase, until the
tem hits a metal–insulator transition~at UFK'5.5t), where
the slope of the characteristic voltage changes sign to p
tive. I cRn continues to increase as correlations increase w
a maximal value more than six times higher than the A
prediction. As we increase the temperature toT'Tc/2, we
see the characteristic voltage is sharply decreased but
remains optimized for an insulator close to the meta
insulator transition (UFK'8t). The total reduction increase
asUFK increases, with the majority of the reduction comin
from the temperature dependence ofRn(T). We feel the
question of how much theswitching speedwill be reduced
needs to be examined in a nonequilibrium formalism~that
also includes junction capacitance effects!, which we are cur-
rently carrying out, but SCmS junctions may need to be
erated at lower temperatures than more conventional te
nologies.

In order to examine the thermal stability of the differe
enhanced values ofI cRn , we perform calculations at a num
ber of different temperatures for six different cases in Fig
We compare these results to the AB prediction for the te
perature dependence ofI c(T) ~solid curve!, which is I cRn

5D(T)tanh@D(T)/2T#. We renormalize our results by an ex
trapolated value ofI c(0), in order to plot all curves on one
graph. As expected, we reproduce the AB result for the t

r

ed
n

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the critical current for a variety
different Josephson junctions. The open symbols are for a single planN
51 and the solid symbols are for a moderately thickN55 junction. Each
thickness has three different levels of correlation ranging from meta
UFK52 to intermediateUFK54 to insulatingUFK516 for the single-plane
junction, and metallicUFK52, to dirty metalUFK55, to correlated insulator
UFK57 for theN55 junction. In addition, we include the AB analytic resu
~solid line!. Note how the thin insulator reproduces the AB result, and t
the more metallic proximity-effect junctions have much steeperdIc /dT.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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insulator, but the other cases lie below. In general, we fi
that I c(T) decreases faster at low temperature~it appears to
be linear! when the barrier is either more metallic or thicke
In the metallic cases, the rapid reduction ofI c(T) will likely
prevent such junctions from being used in circuits, due to
timing errors introduced by thermal variations. The mod
ately thick junction near a metal–insulator transition (N55
and UFK57t) has interesting behavior. While it decreas
linearly ~with a small slope! from T50, it has approximately
the same slope as the AB prediction for 0.4Tc,T,0.7Tc .
Hence, these junctions have a similar temperature de
dence of the critical current as SIS junctions over the te
perature range 0.4Tc,T,0.7Tc implying that a properly op-
timized SCmS junction can provide the best performance
RSFQ logic.

There are a few important points to note. First, the~low-
T) derivativedIc(T)/dT is reduced for more insulating ba
riers, which explains why proximity-effect junctions are n
commonly employed in digital circuits. Second, the prop
ties of the Josephson junction depend strongly on the par
eters of the barrier~thickness andUFK) when we are close to
optimization. This implies that it may be difficult to achiev
good junction uniformity across a chip with SCmS junction
The sensitivity to the parameters of the barrier is reduce
lower temperature though, indicating that lower temperat
operation~say at about 0.220.3Tc) may be preferable for
SCmS junctions. Third, one still needs to determine whet
the I –V characteristics are hysteretic or nonhysteretic for
in RSFQ logic and how the speed varies withT. Such cal-
culations require a nonequilibrium formalism and are beyo
this work.

In conclusion, we have shown that SCmS junctio
show great promise in being able to optimize Joseph
junction switching speeds, but a number of theoretical,
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perimental, and engineering issues remain before succe
implementation can be accomplished.
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